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The high demand for performance and energy efficiency poses significant

challenges for computing systems in recent years. The memristor-based

crossbar array architecture is enthusiastically regarded as a potential

competitor to traditional solutions due to its low power consumption and

fast switching speed. Especially by leveraging self-rectifyingmemristive devices,

passive crossbar arrays potentially enable high memory densities. Nonetheless,

due to the lack of a switching control per cell, these passive, self-rectifying

memristive crossbar arrays (srMCA) suffer from sneak path current issues that

limit the range of accurate operation of the crossbar array. In this work, the

sneak path current issues in the passive srMCAs based on self-rectifying bipolar

and complementary switching memristive devices are comparatively analyzed.

Under consideration of the worst-case scenario, three reading schemes are

investigated: one wordline pull-up (OneWLPU), all wordline pull-up (AllWLPU),

and floating (FL) reading schemes. As a conclusion, despite different switching

dynamics, both types of self-rectifying memristive devices can efficiently

suppress sneak path current in the srMCAs. In the FL reading scheme, the

sneak path current flowing through the unselected reversely biased memristive

cells in the srMCA can be considered as an accurate estimation for the practical

sneak path current in the srMCA. By analyzing the sneak path current in the

srMCAs with a size up to 64 × 64, it is demonstrated that the leakage current

plays a crucial role for suppressing the sneak path current, and the sneak path

current via an individual cell exhibits a continuous decrease while the

accumulated total sneak path current in the unselected reverse biased

region is increasing with expanding the crossbar size. The comparative study

on the bipolar and complementary memristive devices based srMCAs under

diverse reading schemes reveals the influence of the switching dynamics on the

sneak path current effect in the srMCAs, and provides a beneficial reference and
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feasible solutions for the future optimization of the crossbar topology with the

intention of mitigating sneak path effects.

KEYWORDS

bipolar and complementary memristors, self-rectifying switching dynamic, crossbar
array, sneak path current, reading scheme, worst-case scenario

1 Introduction

Recent cutting-edge applications in computing have

highlighted the necessity for a shift from traditional

computing to memory-centric computing (Jeon et al., 2021).

In the traditional computing with the processor as central

computing unit, the data to be processed is transferred from a

discrete memory unit to the processor via a data bus, bringing the

limitation on data throughput as the bottleneck of the traditional

computing. The so-called von Neumann bottleneck causes

transmission speed limitations, increased memory latency, and

high power consumption (Backus, 1978). The memory-centric

computing aims at addressing the bottleneck due to inherent

computer design issues, by virtue of combining the processor

together with the memory unit to avoid the data transmission via

bus. Hence, the memory-centric computing overcomes the

limitation of throughput and results in drastically improved

energy efficiency (Gao et al., 2015; Amrouch et al., 2021). As

one promising candidate to construct innovative memory-

centric computing systems, the memristor has drawn much

attention due to its nanoscale miniaturization (Hsieh et al.,

2016; Du et al., 2017) and low-power consumption (Du et al.,

2015; Chen et al., 2021). Especially for applications in

neuromorphic computing that require intense computing, e.g.,

deep learning neural networks. The memristor-based crossbar

topology has been proposed as a promising solution to construct

the neural networks, due to its outstanding characteristics such as

scalability, high switching performance, non-volatility, and low

power consumption (Du et al., 2021a, 2015; Sun et al., 2020).

In recent works, the memristive crossbar arrays (MCA) are

intensively studied with various typologies and different

applications: 1-transistor-1-resistor (1T1R) (Li et al., 2018;

Yao et al., 2020), 1-selector-1-resistor (1S1R) (Taylor et al.,

2021), and 1-resistor (1R). In comparison to the 1T1R and

1S1R crossbar typologies, the 1R passive crossbar topology

utilizes the self-rectifying switching behavior of the individual

memristive cell to maintain its operational performance rather

than relying on external devices, such as transistors and selectors

that cause more power consumption (Li and Xia, 2019).

Nevertheless, due to the lack of a switching control per cell,

the self-rectifying memristor-based 1R crossbar architecture

suffers from sneak path currents that limit the range of

accurate operation of the crossbar array (Gül, 2019; Pi et al.,

2019). The sneak path current is the current via the undesired

paths, which are parallel to the intended path, when operating the

MAC. As proposed by many references, e.g., (Linn et al., 2010; Li

and Xia, 2019), etc., from a memory point of view, the actual

performance of theMCA is evaluated by the readmargin. The in-

depth investigation of sneak path current contributes to

understanding the variation of the read margins in the MCAs,

which highlights the necessity of a sneak path current study in the

1R passive crossbar topology.

The reading operation in the passive MCAs based on the

linear memristive devices has been investigated by Flocke et al., in

2007 (Flocke and Noll, 2007). It is demonstrated that the

information reading from a passive MCA based on the linear

memristive devices is extremely challenging due to unavoidable

sneak path current issues, which can be addressed by introducing

discrete devices, e.g., diodes (Wang et al., 2013) or threshold

selectors (Park et al., 2015). As an alternative solution, self-

rectifying memristive devices have been proposed to mitigate the

sneak path issue without introducing external devices for

successfully information reading from the passive MCAs (Li

and Xia, 2019). Especially, the read margin analysis on the

passive MCAs based on complementary memristive devices

(Linn et al., 2010) has demonstrated their potential for

depressing the sneak path effect and facilitating the

application in large passive crossbar array architectures.

Moreover, the emerging network structures with alternative

operational mechanisms, which have good immunity to sneak

path current issue, have been proposed (e.g., (Cui et al., 2022)).

In this paper, the sneak path effect is comparatively

investigated in the 1R based passive srMCAs based on two

memristive devices exhibiting the bipolar and complementary

resistive switching dynamic, respectively. Under consideration of

three different reading schemes, i.e., the one wordline pull-up

(OneWLPU) scheme, the all wordlines pull-up (AllWLPU)

scheme and the floating (FL) reading scheme, we concentrate

on the analysis of the sneak path current in the srMCA, which is

helpful to understand the changes in the read margin. In the

worst-case scenario, the current in the unselected, reversed

biased region in the FL reading scheme is confirmed as an

accurate estimation for the overall sneak path current (but not

in the OneWLPU scheme and the AllWLPU scheme), as proved

by the simulation of the srMCAs in Cadence Virtuoso. The paper

is organized as follows: after the introduction of the two self-

rectifying memristive devices, i.e., bipolar and complementary

switching memristors and their corresponding current-voltage

(I-V) characteristics and mathematical models in Section 2, the

sneak path current in the n x m srMCA based on bipolar and

complementary memristive devices is investigated, by exploiting

HRS and LRS initialization and writing steps with three reading
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schemes (Section 3). Section 3.3 reveals the effect of the leakage

current of the bipolar memristive devices on the sneak path

current in the n x m srMCA. With the expansion of the srMCA

size, the accumulated total sneak path current in the unselected,

reversed biased region exhibits a continuous heightening

tendency, as confirmed by the simulation results in Section 3.3.

2 Electrical characterization of the
Mem-BFO and Mem-BiBFO devices

2.1 Mathematical matching models of the
Mem-BFO and Mem-BiBFO

In this paper, the BiFeO3 (BFO)memristive device exhibiting the

bipolar resistive switching dynamic and the BiFeTiO3/BiFeO3

(BiBFO) memristive device exhibiting the complementary

resistive switching dynamic are introduced. The srMCAs based

on the bipolar BFO and complementary BiBFO memristive

devices are comparatively investigated and analyzed. The

schematic sketch of the Au-BFO-Pt/Ti metal-isulator-metal

(MIM) structure for thr bipolar BFO memristive device (Mem-

BFO) is depicted in the inset of Figure 2A. In comparison to the

bipolar Mem-BFO, the complementary BiBFO memristive device

(Mem-BiBFO) is provided with the structure of Au-BFO-BFTO-Pt/

Ti with an additional BFTO layer, as exhibited in the inset of

Figure 2B.

To fabricate the Mem-BFO devices, the polycrystalline BFO

thin film with the thickness of 500 nm was deposited by pulsed

laser deposition (PLD) on a Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si substrate with 100 nm/

50 nm thick Pt/Ti layer, as in our previous work (Jin et al., 2014;

You et al., 2014a). Circular Au top electrodes with an area of

105μm2 and a thickness of 150 nm were fabricated by DC

magnetron sputtering at room temperature using a metal

shadow mask. By exploiting the device’s highly uniform

switching performance with excellent endurance and retention

properties (Du et al., 2018; Shuai et al., 2018), the Mem-BFO has

drawn much attention and has been applied in the research fields

of neuromorphic computing (Du et al., 2021b; a, 2015),

reconfigurable Boolean logic (You et al., 2014b; Zhou et al.,

2015) and in hardware security (Du et al., 2014; Chen et al.,

2021). With the intention of applying the Mem-BFO in-depth in

various fields, a mathematical model for the Mem-BFO device

has been developed and verified with experimental current-

voltage switching characteristic (Cederström et al., 2013). In

this work, the mathematical matching model for Mem-BFO

(Cederström et al., 2013) is implemented by Verilog-A in the

Cadence Virtuoso, and further adapted to model the

complementary Mem-BiBFO device. The equations and the

corresponding parameter set applied in this work are shown

in Figure 1.

The I-V characteristics of the Mem-BFO and Mem-BiBFO

devices are modeled as a system of equations containing a state

variable G, a voltage-dependent limit of the state variable GLim,

and the relationship between G, voltage and current. The state

variable G represents the conductance of the memristive device,

which is varied by the voltage and the time. The voltage

dependent limit of the state variable GLim is a simple

exponential function, and the saturation follows the basic

principle G = a · (GLim − G). In the Mem-BFO model, the

logarithmic function restricts the derivative to non-negative

values for a positive voltage bias, whereas for negative voltages

the exponential function acts as threshold for switching. In the

Mem-BiBFO device, the hysteretic behavior can be found both in

the positive bias range AND the negative bias range. Hence, in

the corresponding matching model for the Mem-BiBFO, two

FIGURE 1
Behavioral mathematical model for (A) the bipolar Mem-BFO device and (B) the complementary Mem-BiBFO device. The simulation
parameters are given in the corresponding tables as insets.
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complementary GLim conditions are adopted for restricting the

current values in both bias ranges. In the model for the Mem-

BiBFO, the modelling equations in the negative bias range are

defined as a mirror image of the equations in positive bias range.

In the mathematical models of the Mem-BFO and Mem-BiBFO,

the various parameters endow different switching dynamics for

the modeled memristive device as follows: ag and bg limit the

maximum conductance possible for the Mem-BFO, which

indicates the overall conductivity; kn and kp scale current level

respectively at negative bias range and positive bias range, which

indicates the barrier height at the top electrode (TE) region and

bottom electrode (BE) region of the memristive device; rs and gp
express two parasitic resistors in the memristive models, etc. All

parameters utilized in the mathematical equation and their

corresponding fitted values are listed in the table of Figure 1.

The different simultaneous equations in positive and negative

bias ranges provide the self-rectifying switching behavior of the

Mem-BFO and Mem-BiBFO device as confirmed by the current-

voltage characteristics shown in Figure 2.

2.2 I-V characteristics of the Mem-BFO
and Mem-BiBFO cells in the passive
crossbar

The aforementioned mathematical models of the Mem-BFO

and Mem-BiBFO are adopted in a passive crossbar topology for

investigating the sneak path issue. Due to the self-rectifying

characteristics of the Mem-BFO and Mem-BiBFO devices, a

passive crossbar structure without any transistors is targed,

i.e., srMCAs. This topology provides a higher memory density

than the 1T1R crossbar topologies (Li and Xia, 2019). All

simulations are performed in the Cadence Virtuoso.

Under the ramping source voltage, i.e., 0 V→ 6 V→ -6 V→ 0 V,

the Mem-BFO and the Mem-BiBFO in the 4 × 4 srMCA exhibit the

bipolar and complementary rectifying switching dynamics,

respectively, as demonstrated in Figure 2 with the direction of the

currents flowing through memristive devices: 1 → 2 → 3 → 4. By

applying large positive input bias, e.g., +6 V, to the Au TE of the

Mem-BFO, the device is switched to the low resistance state (LRS),

i.e., low resistance state in positive bias range/high resistance state in

negative bias range (PLRS/NHRS). This process is identified as SET

process, thus the PLRS or NHRS resistance state can be recorded

respectively at the small reading bias, i.e., +2 V or −2 V. By sourcing

large negative input voltage, e.g., −6 V, to the Au TE, the Mem-BFO

can be then switched to the high resistance state (HRS), i.e., high

resistance state in positive bias range/high resistance state in negative

bias range (PHRS/NHRS), and the switching process is identified as

RESET process. Thus, the PHRS or NHRS resistance state can be

recorded respectively at the small reading bias, i.e., +2 V or −2 V. In

comparison to the Mem-BFO, the Mem-BiBFO locates in the HRS,

i.e., PHRS/NLRS, by sourcing large negative input voltage, e.g., −6 V,

to the Au TE. By applying large positive input bias, e.g. +6 V, to the

Au TE of Mem-BiBFO, the Mem-BiBFO is switched to LRS,

FIGURE 2
Three-dimensional geometric topology of the crossbar array based on (A) the bipolar Mem-BFO with the schematic sketch of the Au-BFO-Pt/
Ti MIM structure and (B) the complementary Mem-BiBFO with the Au-BFO-BFTO-Pt/Ti MIM structure. Under the ramping triangular sourcing
voltage with 6 V amplitude and 0.25 Hz ramping frequency, the simulated bipolar and complementary I-V characteristics of the individual Mem-BFO
and Mem-BiBFO are stimulated. The arrows indicate the switching direction.
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i.e., PLRS/NHRS, aswith theMem-BFO.As revealed in Figure 2A, the

analog hysteresis is recognizable within the positive bias range in the

I-V characteristics of the Mem-BFO. It reveals the bipolar self-

rectifying nonlinear switching behavior of the Mem-BFO. The

mechanism of the bipolar resistive switching observed in BFO thin

films can be explained by the modification of the Schottky barrier at

the BFO-Pt bottom interface by the drift of charged oxygen vacancies

under applied large electric fields during the writing step (You et al.,

2015; Du et al., 2018). During the fabrication process by PLD, due to

the high temperature, the Ti from the BE diffused into the BFO layer

close to the BE region (You et al., 2014a). The Schottky barrier height

at the BFO/Pt interface is influenced by the diffusive Ti4+ in the BFO

oxide layer, i.e., fixed substitutional donors. Hence, the flexible

Schottky barrier height resulting from the trapping and detrapping

of mobile oxygen vacancies by the fixed substitutional donors under

the positive or negative writing bias to the TE contributes to the

particular excellent retention property of the Mem-BFO with the

bipolar I-V characteristic. For the Mem-BiBFO, the analog switching

hysteresis exists within both positive and negative bias ranges in the

I-V characteristics, which indicates the complementary self-rectifying

nonlinear switching behavior of the Mem-BiBFO, as illustrated in

Figure 2B. The complementary I-V characteristic in the Mem-BiBFO

is caused by the both flexible Schottky barrier height resulting from

the drapping and detrapping of mobile oxygen vacancies by the fixed

substitutional donors close to BE region and TE region.

In the following section, an srMCAwith a size of 4 × 4, highlighted

in Figure 2 with blue background, is selected as the starting point to

investigate the sneak path current issues under various initialization

conditions and reading schemes. Subsequently, the srMCA is extended

up to 64 × 64. The following assumptions are adopted while

investigating the sneak path current issue in the srMCAs based on

Mem-BFO and Mem-BiBFO: 1) Cycle-to-cycle (C2C) and device-to-

device (D2D) variability in theMem-BFO andMem-BiBFO device are

neglected. 2) In the complementary I-V characteristics of the Mem-

BiBFO, the PLRS in the positive bias range and the NLRS in the

negative bias range are considered identical. In fact, the PLRS andNLRS

in the I-V characteristics of the Mem-BiBFO are slightly asymmetric

with respect to the voltage polarity due to the different Schottky barrier

heights at the TE and BE interfaces. During the srMCA simulation, the

modeling parameters are intentionallymodified for generating identical

PLRS and NLRS in the complementary I-V characteristics to avoid the

influence of imperfect symmetry of the PLRS and NLRS in the I-V

characteristics in theMem-BiBFOon the sneakpath current evaluation.

3 Bitmap analysis of the Mem-BFO
and Mem-BiBFO based srMCAs

3.1 Operational procedure for the HRS and
LRS initialization

As shown in the srMCAs of the m x n dimension with the 1R

configuration in Figure 3 (m = n = 4), the self-rectifying memristive

cells are arranged in a passive matrix configuration, in which the TEs

on each row of the memristive matrix are connected together

laterally and the BEs on the each column of the memristive

matrix columns are assembled together longitudinally. The

utilized orthogonal wires, are termed as wordlines (WLs), i.e., the

horizontal intersecting lines, and as bitlines (BLs), i.e., the vertical

intersecting lines, respectively. In the 1R configuration, no transistor

is applied in series with each memristive cell. There are three

operational steps applied on the passive srMCAs for evaluating

the sneak path current: initialization, writing, and reading.

The initialization step is classified into the HRS-initializing

(HRS ini) and LRS-initializing (LRS ini). In the HRS ini, all of the

memristive devices in the srMCA are switched to the HRS by

applying large negative input bias, e.g., −6 V, to the Au TEs via

the WLs, while maintaining the BLs grounded, as illustrated in

Figure 3A with red background. In the LRS ini, by sourcing large

positive input voltage, e.g., +6 V, to the WLs and holding the BLs

grounded, all memristive devices are then switched to the LRS, as

revealed in Figure 3B with red background.

In the writing step, the memristive device in the upper right

corner of the srMCA is activated as the worst-case scenario. Due

to the furthest physical distance from the voltage sources on the

WL and the BL, the selected memristive cell suffers from the

largest parasitic wire resistance in the worst-case scenario. All

remaining unselected memristive cells in the srMCA still

maintain the initial resistance state, which is the opposite

resistance state of the selected memristive cell. After the

HRS ini initialization step, the LRS w writing step is applied,

whereas the LRS ini initialization step is followed by the HRS w

writing step. In such worst-case scenario, it is most challenging to

record distinguishable HRS and LRS at the selected cell by virtue

of the maximized parasitic leakage current through the

unselected memristive cells. It means, the worst-case scenario

exposes the lowest performance limitation of the accurate

operating range in the crossbar topology. Hence, in this work,

the srMCA is studied in the worst-case scenario.

Figure 3A illustrates the applied voltage schemes for the HRS ini

and LRS w. In the LRS w writing step as exhibited in Figure 3A with

blue background, the selected memristive cell is individually

switched to the LRS by utilizing +6 V on the corresponding

selected WL and ground at the selected BL with all the

remaining unselected WLs and BLs maintaining floating for the

purpose to alleviate the sneak path current. Figure 3B illustrates the

applied voltage biases on the WLs and the BLs for the LRS ini and

HRS w. In the HRS w writing step, the selected memristive cell is

individually reversed to the HRS assisted by applying −6 V on the

corresponding selected WL and ground to the selected BL. All

unselected WLs and BLs are kept floating. Upon the application

of the HRS w and LRS w, the studied reading schemes are classified

into three different topological patterns: the OneWLPU, FL, and

AllWLPU reading scheme, according to the applied voltage biases on

the unselected WLs as demonstrated in Figure 3C. The OneWLPU

reading scheme features uncomplicated implementation and low
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power consumption, which is the most widespread reading scheme

in circuitry implementation (Kim et al., 2015). In the OneWLPU

reading scheme, the recorded data in the selected memristive device

is extracted by applying a 2 V reading bias on the selected WL and

ground at the selected BL, while the unselected WLs are grounded

and the unselected BLs are kept floating. In comparison to the

OneWLPU reading scheme, the FL reading scheme diminishes the

sneak path current by virtue of floating the unselected WLs. In the

AllWLPU reading scheme, the sneak path current is further declined

by applying 2 V reading voltage on the unselected WLs.

Nevertheless, simultaneously applying 2 V reading voltage on all

WLs inevitably enhances significantly the power consumption.

3.2 Analysis of bitmaps for the srMCAs
based on Mem-BFO and Mem-BiBFO

For investigating the sneak path effects, the HRS ini/LRS w and

LRS ini/HRS w processes demonstrated in Figure 3 are performed

in the srMCAs based on the bipolar Mem-BFO and

complementary Mem-BiBFO.

In the HRS ini initialization step, the voltage value over each

memristive cell in the 4 × 4 srMCAs based on the Mem-BFO and

Mem-BiBFO amounts to −6 V, and the current values amount to

−6.48 · 10–8 A and −1.53 · 10–5 A, respectively. Conversely, in the

LRS ini initialization step, the voltage value over each memristive

cell in both 4 × 4 srMCAs amounts to +6 V, and the current value

amounts to 1.53 · 10–5 A.
After the initialization step, the LRS w and HRS w writing

steps are implemented on the selected memristive cell in the top

right corner. In Figure 4, the corresponding voltage and current

bitmaps from the srMCAs with size of 4 × 4 are recorded for the

Mem-BFO based srMCA and Mem-BiBFO based srMCA,

respectively. As demonstrated in Figures 4A, B, during the

LRS w and HRS w writing steps, four voltage/current regions in

the srMCA are recognizable according to the corresponding

voltage/current colorbar: the selected cell, the semi-selected

Region 1 (the intersection area of the WL1 and the BL1, 2, 3,

as marked with blue circle), the unselected Region 2 (the

intersection area of the WL2, 3, 4 and the BL1, 2, 3, as

marked with green circle), and the semi-selected Region 3

(the intersection area of the WL2, 3, 4 and the BL4, as

FIGURE 3
Distribution of the sourcing voltage on the 4 × 4 crossbar topology (A) for writing the red selected cell to the LRS (LRS w writing step) after the
HRS initialization for each cell (HRS ini initialization step) and (B) for the HRS w writing step after the LRS ini initialization step. The wire resistances with
the value of 10 Ω between each TE of the memristive cells on the WLs and between each BE of the memristive cells on the BLs are practically added
to the srMCA simulation, despite the wire resistances are not drawn in the srMCA. (C) Comparison of the sourcing voltage on three reading
schemes, i.e., FL, OneWLPU, and AllWLPU reading scheme, with identical sourcing voltage on the BLs and corresponding sourcing voltage on the
unselectedWLs: maintaining floating in the FL reading scheme, grounded in the OneWLPU reading scheme, and 2 V in the AllWLPU reading scheme.
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marked with brown circle). Note that the voltage and current

values in the same region stay constant by virtue of omitting C2C

and D2D variability in the Mem-BFO and Mem-BiBFO

mathematical models.

By applying writing voltages of +6 V and -6 V on the selected

cell in the LRS w writing step and the HRS w writing step, the

sneak path current is generated surrounding the selected cell

from the selected WL to the grounded selected BL via numerous

sneak paths. The flowing direction of sneak path current is

indicated by the sign of the voltage/current values in the

voltage/current bitmap of Figures 4A, B. Hence, e.g., in the

LRS w writing step, the flowing direction of the sneak path

current is revealed as the following sequence:

1) from the TE to the BE of the memristive cells in the semi-

selected Region 1,

2) from the BE to the TE of the memristive cells in the unselected

Region 2,

3) from the TE to the BE of the memristive cells in the semi-

selected Region 3.

The existence of such sneak path that most intimates to the

selected cell in the srMCA is verified by the voltage distribution in

the voltage bitmap in both LRS w and HRS w writing steps in

Figure 4A (Mem-BFO) and Figure 4B (Mem-BiBFO). For

example, the sum of the absolute values in the three regions

surrounding the selected cell amounts to the applied writing bias

on the selected cell, e.g. in the LRS wwriting step of theMem-BFO

based srMCA in Figure 4A: |+6 V| = |+1.42 V| + |-2.99 V| +

|+1.59 V|.

As shown in Figure 4A for the Mem-BFO based srMCA, the

voltage values in Region 2 in the LRS w writing step exceed the

voltage values in Region 2 in the HRS w writing step significantly.

This effect is due to the initialized NHRS and PLRS in memristive

cells in Region 2 under negative and positive biases, respectively.

In comparison to that, in the Mem-BiBFO based srMCA, the

absolutely voltage values under the LRS w writing step in

Figure 4B in all four regions are relatively close to the

absolute voltage values under the HRS w writing step, which is

caused by the initialized NLRS and PLRS in memristive cells in

Region 2 under negative and positive biases, respectively.

By applying writing voltage of +6 V and −6 V on the selected

cell in the LRS w and HRS w writing steps, respectively, in both

srMCAs based on the Mem-BFO and Mem-BiBFO, the highest

absolute writing current is located on the selected cell in the

upper right corner of the srMCA, as illustrated in the current

bitmaps of Figures 4C, D. As demonstrated in the current

bitmaps of the LRS w and HRS w in the srMCAs based on the

Mem-BFO and Mem-BiBFO in Figures 4C, D, respectively, the

current values in Region 1 and Region three are equal to each

other, attributable to the symmetric crossbar circuit topology. As

the minimum current value in the corresponding current bitmap,

the reverse current in Region 2 restricts the sneak path current in

general, which indicates the bottleneck of the sneak path current.

However, as demonstrated in Figure 4D, the current values in

Region 2 in the Mem-BiBFO based srMCA in the LRS w and

HRS w significantly exceed that in the Mem-BFO based srMCA.

In the LRS wwriting step, the Mem-BiBFO cells in Region 2 are in

the NLRS, while theMem-BFO cells located in Region 2 are in the

NHRS. Therefore, despite the higher voltage value in Region

2 applied to the Mem-BFO cells than to the Mem-BiBFO cells,

the current value in Region 2 is higher in the Mem-BiBFO cells.

In the HRS w case, the Mem-BFO cells and the Mem-BiBFO cells

in Region 2 are switched to PLRS. Hence, the higher writing

FIGURE 4
Simulated voltage/current bitmaps, located respectively in the top/bottom row, via each cell in the LRS w and HRS w writing steps based on
bipolar Mem-BFO and complementary Mem-BiBFO: (A) and (B) are results for voltage bitmaps, (C) and (D) are results for current bitmaps. Four
regions in the crossbar topology are established: selected cell, Region 1 with blue circle, Region 2 with green circle, and Region 3 with brown circle,
where the voltage and current values in the same region sustain constant due to the lack of C2C and D2D variability in mathematical models of
the memristive devices.
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current in Region 2 of the Mem-BiBFO cells compared to the

Mem-BFO cells is generated by the larger voltage drop in Region

2 on the Mem-BiBFO cells.

Upon the application of the HRS ini/LRS w and LRS ini/HRS w

processes, the current through individual cells in each region is

recorded sequentially by using the three different reading

schemes: FL, OneWLPU, and AllWLPU, which have been

demonstrated in Figure 3. As C2C and D2D are neglected in

this study, the recorded voltage/current values through the

individual cell of each Region is identical (Figures 4A, B).

Hence, the representative voltage/current value of each Region

is plotted with respect to the reading schemes: OneWLPU, FL

and AllWLPU as illustrated in Figure 5. The voltage values in

Figures 5A, B and the current values in Figure 5C and Figure 5D

are recorded from the selected cell (red squares), Region 1 (blue

up-pointing triangles), Region 2 (green circles), and Region 3

(orange down-pointing triangles).

As indicated in Figures 5A, B, the reading voltage on the

selected cell amounts to 2 V in each reading scheme by virtue of

sourcing 2 V on the selected WL according to the distribution of

applied sourcing voltage demonstrated in Figure 3C. Despite the

wire resistances with the value of 10Ω between each TE of the

memristive cells on the WLs and between each BE of the

memristive cells on the BLs have been practically added to the

srMCA simulation, the total wire resistances (amount to 40 Ω)

connected to the TE and the BE of the selected memristive cell in

the 4 × 4 srMCA are negligible, in comparison to the resistance of

the selected memristive cell, i.e., 45MΩ at the HRS and

0.9MΩ at the LRS. Hence, in the 4 × 4 srMCA simulation,

the voltage drop on the selected memristor cell amounts to 2 V in

the three reading schemes, as demonstrated in Figures 5A, B. The

voltage value of each region depends on the applied sourcing

voltages in diverse reading schemes and the resistance states of

each memristive cell, which has been defined in the initialization

and writing steps. As demonstrated in Figures 5A, B, the voltage

values in Region 2 and Region three are raising in the Mem-BFO

and the Mem-BiBFO based srMCAs with respect to the reading

schemes: OneWLPU, FL, and AllWLPU as depicted on the

x-axis. In contrast, the voltage value in Region 1 is declining.

Due to the resistance state PHRS/NLRS in the Mem-BiBFO

in the semi-selected and the unselected memristive cells as

illustrated in Figure 2B, the voltage values recorded from the

Mem-BiBFO based srMCA after the LRS w is not only different

from the case of the Mem-BiBFO based srMCA under the HRS w,

but also from the cases of the Mem-BFO based srMCAs after the

HRS w and LRS w. The Mem-BiBFO cells after the LRS w lie in

NLRS under the negative voltage bias, whereas the Mem-BiBFO

cells after the HRS w and the Mem-BFO cells (after the HRS w OR

LRS w) lie in NHRS under the negative voltage bias. This

difference in the resistance state of devices under the negative

bias range results in such special voltage distribution.

The current bitmap in each region with respect to the

OneWLPU, FL, and AllWLPU reading schemes are illustrated

in the corresponding lower sub-diagrams in Figure 5C (Mem-

BFO) and Figure 5D (Mem-BiBFO). In the srMCA simulation,

after the application of the writing steps, the current through

each memristive cell is recorded sequentially by utilizing the

three different reading schemes in the order of FL→ OneWLPU

→ AllWLPU. Hence, the resistive states of the selected

memristive cells depend on the order in which the reading

FIGURE 5
Comparison of the voltage/current values in the Mem-BFO and Mem-BiBFO based crossbars upon LRS w and HRS w writing steps with respect
to three different reading schemes. (A) and (B) are results for voltage values. (C) and (D) are results for current values. The absolute current in Region
2 reveals the bottleneck of the sneak path current in the FL reading scheme, indicating its potential to act as an accurate estimation for the sneak path
effect.
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schemes are applied, leading to the nonidentical recorded current

through the selected cell in the three reading schemes, as

demonstrated in Figures 5C, D. Nevertheless, despite being

affected by the order of applying the reading schemes, the

differences in the recorded current in LRS and in HRS of the

selected cells can be distinguished.

The read current values in Region 1 and Region 2 show a

persistent downward trend in both type of the srMCAs for the LRS w

and HRS w, which indicates the continuously suppressed sneak path

effect while modifying the reading schemes. Conversely, the read

current in Region three exhibits a continuing upward trend in both

srMCAs, due to the extreme impact by the sourcing/connecting

possibilities in the unselected WLs in different reading schemes. In

the OneWLPU and AllWLPU reading schemes, the voltage

difference between the TE and the BE of the cells in Region

three amounts to 0 and 2 V, respectively. Applying 2 V on the

selected cell excites the maximum read current on the selected cell

after the LRS w writing for both srMCAs, whereas after the HRS w

writing, the maximum read current occurs in Region 3 with the

AllWLPU reading scheme. Such maximum read current in Region

3 after theHRS wwriting is obtained as thememristive cells in Region

three are at the PLRS while the selected cell is at the PHRS. Hence,

under identical 2 V reading voltage values on the selected cell and the

cells in Region three in the AllWLPU reading scheme, more current

flows through the memristive cells in Region three than through the

selected cell, which leads to the incorrect reading operation in the

AllWLPU reading scheme. Note that, in the circuit design for

reading information from the srMCA, the total current via the

selected BL is extracted by a sensing amplifier that is connected to the

selected BL, under the worst case scenario. In the AllWLPU reading

scheme, the sensing current via the selected BL is dominated by the

current via the selected cell and via the cells in Region 3, by applying

2 V to all WLs. Hence, the sensing current via the selected BL after

theHRS wwriting (i.e. dominated by the current via the selectedHRS

cell and via the initialized LRS cells in Region 3) is more pronounced

than the sensing current after the LRS w writing, (i.e. dominated by

the current via the selected LRS cell and via the HRS cells in Region

3), leading to a read failure. In such case, the sneak path current in

Region 1 and Region 2 are strongly depressed, due to the voltage

response in Region 1 and Region 2 close to 0 V.

Table 1 summarizes the current through the selected cell (Iselected

cell) and the total current (including the sneak currents) flowing

through the selected BL (IBL) for the Mem-BFO and the Mem-

BiBFO based srMCAs for all three reading schemes. The highest

ratios between the readout current from the selected cell, i.e., the

ratio of Iselected cell obtained for the LRS
w and the HRS w patterns, are

obtained in the FL reading scheme for both type of the srMCAs due

to the depressed sneak path current in the FL reading scheme. In

comparison to the Mem-BFO based srMCA, the current ratio of

Iselected cell in theOneWLPU and the FL reading scheme in theMem-

BiBFO based srMCA is slightly reduced. The current ratio in the

AllWLPU reading scheme, in contrast, strongly decreases due to the

obvious enhancement of the sneak path current caused by the

complementary switching dynamic of Mem-BiBFO device.

Moreover, the ratio between the current recorded at the selected

BL, i.e. IBL, are lower than one in the AllWLPU reading scheme for

both srMCAs, indicating a read failure. The read failure results from

the sneak current via the cells in region 3 as 2 V is applied to allWLs

in the AllWLPU reading scheme. This sneak current dominates the

IBL. Hence, the IBL in the HRS
w case, which is mainly determined by

the current through the initialized LRS cells in Region 3, is higher

than the IBL in the LRS w case, which is comparable to the current

through the selected cell Iselected cell. Furthermore, due to the high

current in Region three in the FL reading scheme, the current ratio of

IBL is significantly reduced in both type of the srMCAs, in

comparison to the current ratio of Iselected cell. In contrast, the

current ratios of Iselected cell and IBL are comparable in the

OneWLPU reading scheme since all sneak path current flows

through the unselected WLs instead of the selected BL.

As a conclusion, as revealed in Figures 5C, D, the absolute

current values in Region 2 is the smallest in comparison to the other

regions, which indicates the bottleneck of the sneak path current and

it is capable of being considered as amost accurate estimation for the

sneak paths effects. Despite the read failure in the AllWLPU scheme,

it is illustrated that, due to the depressed sneak path current in the FL

reading scheme, the ratio between the readout current from the

selected cell in the LRS w and HRS w configuration is more

pronounced in comparison to the OneWLPU reading scheme

(Table 1). Nevertheless, due to the high current in Region 3 in

the FL reading scheme, the current ratio between the current

recorded at the selected BL, which is indicating the memory

window of the srMCA, is significantly reduced in both the Mem-

BFO and the Mem-BiBFO based srMCA.

3.3 Analysis of the sneak path issue in the
srMCAs based on Mem-BFO up to 64 × 64

For exploring the influence of the leakage current in the

negative bias range of theMem-BFO cells on the sneak path effect

in the implementation of the srMCAs, the sneak path current in

the srMCA is recorded with various leakage current level of the

individual cell. Figure 6A depicts the m x n dimension of the

srMCA, where m equals n. The BL current values along the WL

after each BL crossing 1 to n-1 are defined as ISC-BL(1) to ISC-BL(n-

1), as marked with arrows in gradually darkening green in

Figure 6A. The color gradient from light green to dark green

represents the continuous accumulation of the current. The total

current through the selected BL in the srMCA is defined as IBL
and marked with a red arrow.

By modifying the parameter kn in the mathematical model of

the Mem-BFO device, the leakage current at the negative bias

range is modified. The maximum negative leakage current for the

chosen values is achieved for kn = 1 · 10–6, as demonstrated in

Figure 6B. Figure 6C reveals the relation between the sneak path

current in Region 2 (red color) with respect to the modelling
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parameter kn (x-axis) for the three reading schemes. The square,

circular, and triangular symbols represent the OneWLPU, the FL,

and the AllWLPU reading scheme, respectively, after the LRS w

(dashed lines) and HRS w case (solid lines). By modifying the

parameter kn, the more pronounced leakage current in the

negative bias range leads to the more apparent sneak path

current in Region 2 in the OneWLPU and the FL reading

schemes as revealed by the current curves with red color in

Figure 6C. With increasing kn, the voltage difference between the

TE and the BE of the memristive devices in Region 2 (black

curves) shows a downward trend in the OneWLPU and the FL

reading schemes. In all reading schemes, the reversed voltage

TABLE 1 Current values recorded via the selected cell (Iselected cell) and at the selected BL (IBL) in various reading schemes in both the Mem-BFO and
Mem-BiBFO based srMCAs after the LRS w and HRS w writing steps.

Reading schemes Mem-BFO based srMCA Mem-BiBFO based srMCA

OneWLPU FL AllWLPU OneWLPU FL AllWLPU

Iselected cell @LRS w (A) 2.15E-06 2.15E-06 3.62E-07 2.15E-06 2.15E-06 2.15E-06

Iselected cell @HRS w (A) 6.94E-08 4.45E-08 9.06E-09 7.44E-08 4.92E-08 8.93E-08

Iselected cell current ratio 3.10E+01 4.83E+01 4.00E+01 2.89E+01 4.37E+01 2.41E+01

Reading schemes Mem-BFO based srMCA Mem-BiBFO based srMCA

OneWLPU FL AllWLPU OneWLPU FL AllWLPU

IBL @LRS w (A) 2.15E-06 2.16E-06 3.93E-07 2.15E-06 2.28E-06 2.65E-06

IBL @HRS w (A) 6.94E-08 7.02E-08 9.30E-07 7.44E-08 1.53E-07 5.22E-06

IBL current ratio 3.10E+01 3.07E+01 4.23E-01 2.89E+01 1.48E+01 5.07E-01

The bold values mean highlighted data, which represents the highest ratios between the readout current from the selected cell in the FL reading scheme for both types of the srMCAs.

FIGURE 6
(A) Schematic sketch of sneak path current via theWLs and BLs in the srMCAwithm x n dimension (m= n). Thewire resistances with the value of 10 Ω
between each TE of thememristive cells on theWLs and between each BE of thememristive cells on the BLs are practically added to the srMCA simulation,
despite thewire resistances are not drawn in the srMCA. (B) Effect of the parameter kn in themathematical model of theMem-BFO on the negative leakage
current in its I-V characteristic. (C) Sneak path current and voltage over each memristive cell in Region 2. The reading schemes of the OneWLPU
(square), FL (circular), andAllWLPU (triangle) are considered after LRSwwriting step (dashed lines) andHRSwwriting step (solid lines). (D)Theoverall current via
the selected BL (IBL in red) and sneak path current over the line resistors (ISC-BL(1), ISC-BL(2) . . .ISC-BL(n-1)) after each BLs (from light green to dark green) in
dependenceof crossbar sizes after the LRSwwriting step (dashed lines) andHRSwwriting step (solid lines). The FL reading scheme is considered and kn=10

–8.
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biases are applied on memristive cells in Region 2 as

demonstrated in Figure 5. Hence, in comparison to kn = 10–6,

the resistance value with kn = 10–8 is significantly enhanced due to

the lower leakage current under negative bias, which leads to a

higher negative response bias in Region 2. As exhibited in

Figure 6C, the voltage distribution on the Mem-BFO cells in

Region 2 maintains 0 V, which leads to the negligible read

current in the AllWLPU reading scheme. For investigating the

sneak path effect in the srMCA with various array size from 4 ×

4 up to 64 × 64, the parameter kn is set to 10
–8 and the FL reading

scheme is selected for obtaining the weakest sneak path current in

Region 2, in comparison to the OneWLPU reading scheme.

Furthermore, as demonstrated in Table 1, the highest current

ratio of the two read current values via the selected cell in LRS w

and HRS w configuration is located in the FL reading scheme in

both srMCAs, signifying the advantage of the FL reading scheme.

This result motivates choosing the FL reading scheme for further

study.

As depicted in Figure 6D, the total current IBL through the

selected BL in the FL reading scheme is shown as the red curves

after the LRS w writing step (dashed line) and the HRS w writing

step (solid lines). The rising trend of the IBL proves the

enhancement of the total sneak path current with expanding

the crossbar size. Such conclusion is consistent with the work in

Ref. (Li and Xia, 2019), where more significant sneak path effect

exists in the srMCA with 1M bits capacity, in comparison to the

capacity of 10 bits. As demonstrated in Figure 6D, in comparison

to the IBL for the LRS w configuration, the IBL for the HRS w

configuration enlarges more obviously. After the LRS w writing

step, the selected cell is switched to the LRS, where the reading

current of the selected cell in the FL reading scheme dominates

the IBL. Therefore, with the expanding of the crossbar size, the IBL
is not affected by the enhanced sneak path current and remains

identical. In comparison to the implementation of the srMCA

with LRS w configuration, in the FL reading scheme after the

HRS w writing step, the IBL is affected obviously by the enhanced

sneak path current and depicts a persistent upward trend with the

expanding of the crossbar size, as revealed in Figure 6D.

As mentioned in the previous description about the

simulation result of the srMCA with size 4 × 4, the sneak

path current flowing through each cell in Region 2 has been

monitored, showing an identical value. For the purpose of an in-

depth investigating of the sneak path effect in the srMCA, the

currents via theWL after each BL crossing 1 to n-1, i.e. ISC-BL(1) to

ISC-BL(n-1), are recorded. These currents are marked with arrows

in gradually darkening green in Figure 6A. The color gradient

from light green to dark green represents the continuous

accumulation of the sneak path current on the unselected WL.

In the srMCA with various dimensions of m x n (from 4 × 4,

8 × 8 . . . up to 64 × 64), the sneak path current after each BLs with

numbering from 1 to n-2, i.e. from ISC-BL(1) to ISC-BL(n-2), are

recorded and marked with circular symbol and the triangle

symbol represents the accumulated current on the WL, i.e.

ISC-BL(n-1), in Figure 6D after two writing steps, i.e. the LRS w

(dashed lines) and the HRS w (solid lines). As demonstrated in

Figure 6D, under the same crossbar size, the accumulated current

on each WL, i.e. ISC-BL(n-1), stays constant. With increasing BL

numbering, the ISC-BL enhances, i.e. from ISC-BL(1) to ISC-BL(n-1),

due to the continuously accumulating sneak path current on the

corresponding WL. On the same WL in the srMCA, the ISC-BL(1)
and the ISC-BL(n-1) indicate the weakest and most pronounced

sneak path currents, as marked with lowest circular and triangle

symbols in Figure 6D, respectively. By modifying the srMCA size

from 4 × 4 to 64 × 64, after the HRS w and the LRS w writing steps,

the accumulated sneak path current on the unselected WL,

i.e., ISC-BL(n-1), depicts an persistent upward trend, which

indicates the increasing sneak path current with increasing

crossbar size. Nevertheless, the weakest sneak path current-

ISC-BL(1)-exhibits a continuing downward trend with the

increase of the crossbar size, which is caused by the

diminution of the voltage drop over the single cells in Region 2.

4 Conclusion

In this work, the sneak path current issue is comparatively

investigated in the 1R passive srMCAs based on bipolar and

complementary memristive devices upon the application of

the LRS w and HRS w writing steps. Under consideration of the

worst-case scenario, three reading schemes are investigated:

the OneWLPU, the AllWLPU, and the FL reading scheme.

Despite the read operation failure in the AllWLPU reading

scheme, the ratio between the read current from the selected

cell under the LRS w and the HRS w configurations is more

pronounced in comparison to the OneWLPU reading scheme

due to the depressed sneak path current in the FL reading

scheme. Furthermore, in the FL reading scheme, the current

flowing through Region 2, i.e., the unselected, reversed biased

region, is the smallest in comparison to the other regions,

which indicates the bottleneck of all possible sneak paths

within the srMCAs. Hence, it is capable of being considered as

an accurate estimation for the practical sneak path current in

both type of srMCAs. In comparison to the bipolar Mem-BFO

based srMCAs, the sneak path effect is only slightly increased

in the Mem-BiBFO based srMCAs, which indicates that the

sneak path current is also efficiently depressed by the

complementary switching dynamics of the Mem-BiBFO

cells. By expanding the crossbar size of the Mem-BFO

based srMCA up to 64 × 64, the accumulated sneak path

current at the BL of the selected cell is strongly enhanced upon

the HRS w configuration, whereas only slightly increased for

the LRS w configuration, despite the sneak path current in the

individual memristive cells in Region 2 is declining. Hence, it

is concluded that the higher sneak path current in the larger

scale of the srMCA results from the increased crossbar size

with more prospect on sneak path possibilities.
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A clear contribution of the study of the sneak path current

issues of the 1R passive srMCAs in this work lies in providing an

accurate understanding of the read margin by exploiting the

sneak path current in the semi-selected and the unselected

memristive regions without introducing external pull up

resistances. The comparative sneak path current study in the

bipolar and complementary memristor based srMCAs with

diverse reading schemes offers a beneficial reference and

feasible solutions for the future optimization of the srMCA

designs with the intention of mitigating sneak path issues.
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